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Senior Puppy 9-12 months Male 
 

1. Lapwarmers Enchanting Grimm Tale 
Impressive moving Blenheim with a good outline and temperament.  
Almost flat skull, good earset and large round dark eyes with a gentle look. 

2. Caruaidd Corrigan 
Also sound moving blenheim with big dark eyes and good pigment. Level 
back and nicely marked short coupled body 

3. Msfizz One Love 
Moderate headed containing  large dark round eyes with a nice expression. 
Ok in make and shape but not as firm moving. 
 
Juvenile 12-18 months Male 

1. Dawnaquinn Up To Snow Good 
Appealing type Black and Tan with big round dark eyes that were expressive. 
Good with of head and cushioning in face. Fine to go over with decent substance , 
bone and angulation. Moved out well covered in ample coat in condition.  
Topline level but tail carried rather high. 

2. Mingchen Yukon River At Highflight 
Nicely headed and moderate Blenheim  
. Kindly eyes and black pigmentation. Earset and muzzle correct. Short in back with a 
moderate neck and Of a good colour.  Not moving as well as I’d have liked. 

3. Jewelcrofts Return On Investment RN 
Decent  Ruby with dark eyes and correct head. Make , shape and colour all ok 
and moved soundly. 
 
Open Male Blenheim  

1. Chadwick Hot Pursuit At Hudsonview  
Super Dog with a masculine and broad head with ideal ear set and plenty of ear  
Feathering. Well filled under the eyes which are large ,dark and round with an alert 
and gentle outlook. Good neck flows into well laid shoulders and level topline.  
He has well turned stifles and a short coupled loin. Moved firm and freely wit 
a smart outline capped with a exuberant disposition. Top draw overall quality. 
WINNERS DOG & 
BEST IN SPECIALTY SHOW 
 
Open Male Black and Tan 

1. Narayden Ben Hur For Caramoone 
Smart boy with a shining profuse coat. Head of correct moderate proportions  
containing Big dark eyes of appeal. Nice ear placement, good bone, body and  
construction. Short coupled and pleasing angulation. 
Sound  and positive on the move with a firm topline and friendly  
temperament.  RESERVE WINNERS DOG 



 
Veterans 9-11 years Male 

1. GCH Jewelcrofts Going Concern AGX  AGXJ  CGN  CDX  RM  SDO 
10 year old Ruby possessing a good colour coat and jolly 
temperament . Kind eyes and moderate headed. Nice make and shape 
with moderate neck, short coupled and level back. Good in front but 
a weakened rear today. 
 
Junior Puppy 6-9 months Female 

1. Sigma Chii’s Shirley At Llovizna Lane 
Very much a baby here but so promising. Well broken markings , short 
neat body, nicely angulated all through giving a balanced outline. 
She moved competently and precise , parallel coming and going. 
Firm topline and ideal tail carriage. 
Typy headed and sweet large dark round eyes, soft in face with a good bite  
and lovely earset. 
 BEST PUPPY IN SPECIALTY SHOW 
 

2. Lavenderhills The Devil Wears Prada  
Close up to 2 with lots of breed type. Beautiful headed having Big dark round  
Eyes with a gentle expression and well filled foreface. 
Super conformation with a firm body, nice head carriage and level back.  
Richly coloured in good coat she moved very well but lacked the  
Animation. 

3. Dawnaquinn Gryphon The Lionhearted 
Attractive Black and Tan with a pretty head, dark eyes, good pigment and 
Tan. Decently made and sound moving. Good neck, angles and level back. 

4. Harana Caviolias Be Mine 
Likeable Ruby in good competition. Nice type, large dark eyes and  
correct teeth. Angulated and  balanced outline with a rich colour  
she moved well enough. 
 
Senior Puppy 9-12 months Female 

1. Cresthavens I’m All In 
Correctly headed Blenheimwith  pretty eyes and well marked body of  
good colour.Pleasant construction with  moderate neck and nice 
 angulation.Decent movement covering the ground well. 

2. Tamyse Crystal Majesty 
Nice type Blenheim having a attractive face with large round dark eyes 
and good pigment. Good to go over and moved firmly with decent 
Topline and tail. 
 
Juvenile 12-18 months Female  

1. Sunsprite’s Surely Beloved 
Pleasant Ruby with an appealing head containing Large Round Dark  
Eyes, correct muzzle and bite. Black pigment and nice colour. 
Favourable angulation and moved positively holding a level 



topline with a typical attitude. 
2. Kewpy’s Mamma Mia 

Black and Tan close up to 1.  Pleasant type with attractive eyes and head.  
Soundly made and free action on the move though not as firm as 1. 
 
Canadian Bred Female 

1. Tallygolds Champagne Kisses 
Pleasing type Blenheim with adequate neck , good angulation all round  
and short in loin carried on good bone.  Head of moderate proportions  
with expressive dark round large eyes. Rich colour coat and sound  
moving in profile. 
 
Bred By Exhibitor Female 

1. Mingchen Gentle River Breeze 
Beautiful quality Blenheim with the most gentle and lustrous dark eyes. 
Ears set ideally framing a cushioned face with good pigmentation and  
a correct bite.    Lovely in body with super  
angulation throughout.  Moved accurately, parallel fore and aft with 
reach shown off in profile. Kept her outline with a level topline and 
tail. Topped off with ample coat of soft texture and a sweet nature. 
Pleased to award her WINNERS BITCH  and BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX  
IN SPECIALTY SHOW in good company. 

2. Caviolia’s All Hallows’ Eve Midnight Magicks. 
Sassy Black and Tan with a feminine face, Large round dark eyes 
good pigment and nicely set ears. Satisfactory construction and  
moved ok with super attitude. 
 
Open Female Ruby 

1. Dawnaquinn Caruaidd Red Sonja 
Quality girl that was a pleasure to watch moving round. Super gait, 
head carriage, topline and tail. Balanced in outline and of excellent 
colour. Adequately headed with expressive eyes in prime condition. 
 
Open Female Blenheim  

1. Sheeba Pacific Rose At Apple Branch 
Exceptional overall quality possessing a broad head with correct  
muzzle and fill, Big Dark Round eyes with a feminine expression. 
Pigment, ears and teeth all good and well made too. 
Ample neck flowed into ideal shoulders, topline, tail set and  
rear angulation. Moved out with style and purpose keeping her 
pleasing outline. Moderate coat in good order and typical  
Cavalier temperament. 
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH 
 

2. Kewpy’s Misty Blue  CGN RN ETD 
Nice type with Dark Round Large eyes, black pigment , correct 
bite and earset. Good to go over with adequate neck, level 



short coupled back and decent angles she moved well. 
3. Cantebury Summer Nights 

Well broken markings of a rich chestnut colour. Attractive head and friendly 
expressive eyes. Nicely made frame but carrying to much weight. 
 
Open Female Tricolour  

1. Ceylin Of An Excellent Choice  
Unexaggerated girl with pleasant dark round eyes , good earset  
and teeth. Moderate in head with rich tan markings. Great make and shape  
she moved effortlessly with reach front and rear. A level back, correctly 
 carried tail and balanced.  

2. Urqhartamore’ Enchantress Of Cresthaven 
Flashy marked and short body with a pretty head and kind eyes.  
Neat in outline, neck shoulders and angles ok she moved happily  
and soundly. 
 
Open Female Black & Tan 

1. Caviolia’s Ghouls Just Wanna Have Fun At Castleglen 
Delightful type . Broad but feminine head with sweet expressive  
eyes. Good tan and pigment. Fine construction with a pleasing 
outline. Ample neck and short level back. Great attitude but would  
have liked a stronger rear action. 
 
Veterans 7-9 years Female 

1. Kewpy’s Piccolo  CGN CD RE ATD 
Favourable headed Blenheim with Big Round Dark Eyes and soft 
in expression. Richly coloured , smartly made and nice shape.  
Moved well  and happily.  
BEST VETERAN  
 
Specials Only Male 
GCHB Harana Fatboy Slim 
Really admirable type Ruby dog . Broad skull, Kind and soft big eyes set in a well 
proportioned head. Good pigmentation and a well conditioned rich Ruby colour. 
Terrific make and shape and an ideal compact size.  
Moved fluently holding a good topline and tail  showing a tentative and 
 friendly nature .  
SELECT DOG 
 
GCH Shirmont Remember Sigma Chii 
Well coated Tri boy with a full masculine head, well set ears and rich tan  
markings. Large dark round eyes and appealing in type with a filled 
 foreface  and widthy muzzle. Well laid shoulders, good rear angles  
and short coupled body. Sound moving, good in outline and pleasant  
temperament.  
AOM 
 



CH(ALT) Cempa And Cedarcreek’s Silver Lining 
Super quality Blenheim. Unexaggerated all through. Feminine, moderately 
headed containing the biggest eyes, alert and soft. Moderate neck,  
pleasingly angulated front and rear. Short in back and a balanced shape. 
She moves well with a good stride , parallel coming and going holding 
 her neat outline  and happily wagging tail showing a jovial demeanor. 
SELECT BITCH 
 
GCHS Alderglen Siren Song 
Beautiful 8 year old Stylish Blenheim girl with an ideally  
marked silky straight coat in super order.  
Pretty and expressive dark round large eyes and a  
moderate head with correct muzzle and cushioning. Carried 
 herself proudly with head held high from a flowing neck into  
a dead level topline and gently wagging tail. With a balanced  
outline she she flowed round the ring with aplomb. 
AOM 
 
Baby Puppy 4-6 months Male 

1. Cedarcreek At Your Beck And Call For Cantebury 
Cute Tricolour of neat proportions. Appealing dark round  
eyes and good pigment. Ideal earset and moderate headed. 
Sound moving with a level back and parallel front and rear. 
BEST BABY PUPPY 
 
Baby Puppy 4-6 months Female 

1. Embee’s Shimmer And Shine 
Black And Tan Of fine type. Composed and steady on the move. 
Good construction and balanced outline. Correct muzzle and  
moderate head. Pretty eyes and rich tan markings. 

2. Cantebury Give Love A Chance 
Charming little Blenheim with a typy head and large round  
dark eyes with sweet expression. Short body and shapely. 
Having a fun time with her cheeky nature. Settled  
enough to assess her movement which was sound 

3. Sigma Chii’s Nancy Whiskey At Dawnaquinn 
Beautifully marked Blenheim with a feminine face and  
nice eyes. Moderate neck, good angles, short coupled 
and balanced for age. 

4. Caviolia’s Million Dollars Baby 
Ruby with a good outline and decent make. Nice head  
and eyes. Not as yet so firm on the move. 
 
Judge: Mr Rick Aldous  (Aranel Cavaliers,UK) 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
    


